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 Preface  
 
This thesis presents the research conducted as part of the study program Business Process 
Management. In the process of finding a research subject, I noticed an article in a 
newspaper about the public transport OV chip card, which was not compliant with Dutch 
privacy legislation. This made me question myself to what extent it would be possible to 
design IT systems compliant to legislation. This made me decide to dedicate this research 
to this subject combined with the knowledge gained in this study program, in particular 
the business rules course. 
The road from this idea to finalizing this thesis was a long road, during which Lloyd 
Rutledge guided me extensively.  
I would like to thank Lloyd Rutledge for his support throughout the process and Jaap van 
der Woude for his critical feedback on the literature study and research approach. 
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 Abstract 
 
Legal texts have characteristics, which make it difficult to specify requirements that are 
compliant to legislation. This difficulty arises because regulations contain ambiguities as 
the result of complementing, overlapping or contradicting one another. Furthermore, 
regulations contain references to other sections, which may undergo changes. This results 
in the need for traceability between regulations is important as well as traceability 
between regulations and functional specifications. 
 One of the methods used to find a solution to this is to focus on the legal norms in 
legal texts when specifying requirements from legal texts. These legal norms are 
described formally by using deontic logic. Other research uses the Hohfeldian legal 
concepts to specify legal compliant requirements, from which the Nomos framework [1] 
and the Production Rule Methodology [2] are two examples.  
 This thesis examines the feasibility of Ampersand to specify legal compliant 
requirements for business processes with use of the Hohfeldian legal concepts. These 
legal concepts derive the core legal norms from legal texts, which people, organization 
comply with. Another point of attention is to cope with exceptions in legal texts, pre-
conditions in legal texts and traceability of legal texts.  
 Ampersand is a method that uses relation algebra to capture business rules and to 
generate functional specifications of IT systems, which satisfy these rules [2]. A business 
rule is defined as a formal representation of a business requirement [2]. 
 
The empirical research questions are: 
 How can the Ampersand language and relation algebra express the Hohfeldian 
legal concepts? 
 How can using the Ampersand language and its relation algebra expression 
achieve traceability? 
 How do ambiguities in legal texts influence the formal representation in the 
Ampersand language and relation algebra? 
 
The results of the empirical study show that it is possible to specify requirements for 
business processes with the Ampersand language in a way that relations between actors 
in a business process, their tasks (actions) and the legal consequences of performing or 
not performing tasks are clear. The implementation consists of a part that serves as a 
database of legal norms. For establishing a link between legal statement and formal 
representation, the identification of the legal article is stored as population of the 
concepts. This makes it possible to include the source of the legal statement in reasoning 
with cross-references. 
 
 1 Introduction 
In the process of software development, requirements engineering is an important part of 
ensuring that products work as stakeholders demand. Even if the product is technically 
correct and the end-users are satisfied, a critical success factor lies in the ability to 
comply with legal texts and legislation. The increasing importance of software systems to 
comply with legal texts raises the question how to determine or prove that a software 
system is compliant.  
There are several characteristics of legal texts that ask for special attention when 
extracting requirements from legal texts [3]. Regulations may complement, overlap or 
contradict one another, which can unintentionally lead to ambiguities. Some areas of law 
undergo constant changes. Furthermore, regulations can refer to other sections of a 
particular regulation. This means traceability between regulations is important as well as 
traceability between regulations and functional specifications. 
Research at the Open University in the Netherlands has resulted in the development 
of the Ampersand method, which aids in specifying functional specifications that satisfy 
business requirements [4]. Ampersand is also the name for the language used to specify 
these requirements. In this language, relation algebra applies in formalizing requirements 
(business rules) as predicates over relation expressions. Ampersand provides the ability to 
develop formal functional specifications that apply to analyzing requirements and to 
proving that requirements are consistent. The formal nature of Ampersand makes it 
possible to avoid misunderstandings and ambiguities in interpretations in the requirement 
process.  
The increasing importance of software system compliance with legal texts raises the 
question of how to determine or prove that a software system is compliant with the law. 
This has led this research to dedicate itself to finding a solution to the challenge of 
specifying requirements that are compliant with legislation. 
 
1.1 Thesis structure 
Chapter two describes the results of the literature study. Chapter three describes the 
research approach for this research. Chapter four describes the results of the empirical of 
this research, the specification of rules in Ampersand and the evaluation of the results. 
Finally, chapter five presents the conclusions and recommendations for further research. 
 2 Related work 
The literature research related to this thesis falls in two groups: research related to the 
topic of representing requirements from legal texts and research done on Ampersand.  
 
2.1.1 Research on extracting requirements from legal texts 
Hassan en Logrippo [5] propose a method, based on deontic logic, for the validation of 
existing requirements to legislation. In this method, there is a distinction between 
requirements from the enterprise and requirements from the law. A logic-based language 
expresses requirements of both types, independent of each other, resulting in a logic-
based representation of the requirements. The enterprise requirements are validated 
against the legal requirements and checked for completeness and inconsistency. Although 
the researchers were able to validate compliance of legal norms to enterprise 
specifications and validate consistency between these legal norms, they pay no specific 
attention to traceability between legal texts and other requirements.  
 Ghanavati et al [6] have developed a framework that can be used to ensure that 
organizational processes comply with legal requirements. In this framework, the Goal-
oriented language notation (GRL) is uses as well as the Use Case Maps. Each is a subset 
of the User Requirements Notation. The framework distinguishes two types of models 
(organization and legal) and each of them consists of three levels, with compliance links 
between these three levels. Firstly, there are official source documents of legal texts and 
official documents of organizational structure, policies and processes. Secondly, the goal 
models capture the requirements of organization and legislation. Thirdly, business 
process models use the Use Case Maps that define the business processes resulting from 
the organization and legislation. This framework enables requirements engineers to 
evaluate the legal compliance of business processes. Because of the links, there is the 
possibility to potential changes in laws and the impact on goals.  
 Siena et al [7] have developed the Nomos framework, which aims at supporting 
requirements analysts to specify law compliant requirements. The framework consists of 
a modeling language and a methodology. The modeling language is an extension of the i* 
goal modeling language. The framework has been validated with the Privacy Rule of the 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). 
 Research at the North Carolina State University on using formal methods to model 
law, the specific problems of modeling legislation and methods to analyze legal texts 
systematically, resulted in the Production Rule Methodology. The Production Rule 
Methodology is developed for specifying legal requirements by using formal methods [2] 
and has been applied to the HIPAA Privacy Rule, which regulates the use of patient 
records used by health insurance companies, doctor offices, clinics, hospitals. The 
HIPAA Privacy Rule is also used in the empirical part of this research. 
 
2.1.2 Research on the Ampersand method 
Van Oene has done research on the applicability of Ampersand on defining a process 
architecture and information architecture [8]. Ampersand has been very useful for this 
aim. The use of formal representations requires precise formulation of concepts, relations 
and rules. The process of translating natural language statements into a formal 
representation is not easy.  
  Sangers has done research on the ability of Ampersand to achieve compliance [9].  
This research examined the feasibility of the Ampersand to build an IT environment, 
which provides traceable and flexible compliance with privacy policies. The research 
compared its results with an environment developed at Purdue University. Key subject 
here was the use of ontologies to achieve compliance in IT. Both users and service 
providers specify privacy policies with the use of templates from the ontologies. For a 
privacy compliant IT system, two key requirements are distinguished: (1) matching 
privacy policies where ontologies are used to provide a common vocabulary, (2) policies 
tracing to verify data transmission from participants to each other without violating the 
user’s privacy preferences, which each consist of one or more purposes, retention periods 
and requestors. Privacy compliance is enforced by checking each request of information 
for whether the privacy preference of the requestor is equally or stricter than that of the 
party the data is requested from. The Ampersand method turned out to be suitable to 
specify traceable privacy compliance. An important feature of the Ampersand method is 
the use of business rules to specify and generate the system directly, as opposed to the 
Purdue system, which needs programming of rules. In addition, the use of ontologies 
combines well in combination with Ampersand for creating a common set of concepts. 
The use of ontologies turned out to bridge the gap between concepts in generic rules and 
concepts within an organization. In the research of Sangers, the method applied was the 
method proposed by the Purdue University for privacy compliance. There was no explicit 
focus on compliance with legislation and legal texts. 
 Pim Bos has done research on the differences between semantic web and relation 
algebra, on which Ampersand is based, for implementing legislative policies [10]. He 
compared the applicability of these two forms of representations of concepts and rules to 
the Dutch law regarding the Certificate of Good Conduct (Verklaring Omtrent Gedrag). 
He used an already existing implementation in Ampersand and built a similar 
implementation with Semantic Web technologies with the Protégé tool. Our work differs 
from this work because of the focus is on representation of legal norms derived from 
legal texts instead of the representation of the legal text itself. Another difference is that 
we have not used the comparison framework of expressive power, rules and tools, but 
only focus on the expression of legal norms in Ampersand. 
 
 2.2 Legal texts as requirements for business processes 
 
This section focuses on the characteristics of legal texts as requirements. The main points 
are the traceability of requirements from legal texts and the presence of ambiguities in 
legal texts. In this research’s empirical study, one of the focus points will be how to deal 
with traceability and ambiguities. 
 
2.2.1 Traceability of requirements 
There are several characteristics of legal texts which ask special attention when extracting 
requirements from legal texts [3]: 
 regulations may complement, overlap or contradict one another; 
 some areas of law undergo constant changes; 
 regulations can also refer to other sections of a particular regulation. 
 
These characteristics show the need of a system of traceability of requirements from legal 
texts. For the definition of requirements traceability, many points of view exist. The 
definitions of requirements traceability are defined in terms of what a system should do 
(purpose-driven), how it should do it (solution-driven), emphasizing traceable 
information (information-driven) and emphasizing traceability direction (direction-
driven) [11]. 
Gotel, O.C.Z. and A.C.W. Finkelstein give the following definition [11]:  
 
"Requirements traceability refers to the ability to describe and follow the life of a  
requirement, in both a forwards and backwards direction (i.e., from its origins, through its 
development and specification, to its subsequent deployment and use, and through all  
periods of on-going refinement and iteration in any of these phases)." 
 
In this definition, two types are distinguished: traceability that is concerned with those 
aspects of a requirement prior to or after to its inclusion in the specification. 
 In the context of this thesis, traceability is the ability to relate articles from legal texts 
to requirements and vice versa. Because of the presence of cross-references in legal texts, 
another point of attention is the management of cross-references to maintain traceability. 
Cross-references are citations from one part of a legal text to another part of that same 
text or other texts and can be classified in six types [12]: constraint, exception, definition, 
unrelated, incorrect and general. A constraint cross-reference is a refinement of another 
existing article. This refinement adds additional constraints on existing articles. An 
exception cross-reference contains an exception on another existing article. A definition 
cross-reference is a cross-reference, which cites definitions from other legal texts. 
Unrelated cross-references refer to articles, which do not imply requirements for an IT 
system. Incorrect cross-references refer to wrong or nonexistent articles. General cross-
references refer to legal texts, without specifying which text. This research will focus on 





 2.2.2 Ambiguities in requirements 
An ambiguous requirement is a requirement with more than one interpretation [13]. 
Kamsties et al. have studied ambiguities in requirements documents and distinguish the 
following ambiguities [14]: Lexical ambiguity, Systematic Polysemy, Referential 
ambiguity, Discourse ambiguity, Domain ambiguity.  
 Legal texts contain ambiguities. A difference is made between intended and 
unintended ambiguities [15]. An intended ambiguity is for example: 164.306(a) (2): “... 
Protect against any reasonably anticipated threats or hazard to the security or 
integrity...” In this case, different interpretations of this threat lead to various 
implementations of anticipation. Three types of unintended ambiguities are distinguished 
[15]:  
 Logical, when a single word can be interpreted in many ways, when conjunctions 
are present. 
 Attributive, when a phrase within a sentence refers to another phrase and it is not 
clear what that other phrase consist of. 
 Referential, when words like ‘this’, ‘that’ or ‘they’ are used, to refer to other parts 
of the text. It is not always clear where is referred to. 
 
 The attributive and referential type of ambiguity requires the consultation of domain 
experts to further clarify the correct interpretation. This research will only deal with the 
logical type of ambiguity. 
 
2.2.3 Representation of rules 
A desirable property of the representation of legislation in knowledge based systems is 
isomorphism [16].  The following requirements exist for achieving isomorphism: 
 Each legal source is represented separately; 
 The representation preserves the structure of each legal source; 
 The representation preserves the traditional mutual relations, references and 
connections between the legal sources; 
 The representation of the legal sources and their mutual relations is separate from 
all other parts of the model, notably representation of queries and facts 
management; 
 If procedural law is part of the domain of the model then the law module will 
have representation of material as well as procedural rules and it is demanded that 
the whole system functions in accordance with and in the order following the 
procedural rules. 
 
This results in four styles of possible representations[16]: 
 The style of the British Nationality Act; 
 Conflicting rules; 
 Using exclusion; 
 Mixed. 
 
This research’s empirical study will pay attention to represent rules that adopt these 
properties of isomorphism. 
 
 2.3 Hohfeldian legal concepts 
This chapter focuses on characteristics of legal text as requirements for business 
processes. The main idea is that for compliance the focus should be on the norms 
expressed in the legal texts and to reason about the norms. In this research’s empirical 
study, another point of attention is how to express the Hohfeldian legal concepts. 
 
2.3.1 Norms 
Norms regulate human behavior. In the social sciences, norms are understandings 
between people, which govern human behavior in society. Norms have the function of 
directing, coordinating and controlling human interaction. Norms in social interactions 
are acquired through a social learning process and are socially enforced as accepted 
behavior by a group. 
 The law is an institution which formalizes norms [17]. What distinguishes law from 
social norms is that the uses of sanctions enforce the law.  
        Deontic logic is the way of representing norms as principle in a formal way. Deontic 
logic is an extension of first order logic with the operators O for obligation, P for 
permission and F for prohibitions. Deontic logic is a way to express the normative 
concepts formally, such as obligations, permissions and prohibitions. If x stands for a 
certain act, then O(x) means the obligation to perform x, P(x) means the permission to 
perform x, F(x) means forbidden to perform x. From this, the deontic concept ‘release 
from obligation’ is derived. The deontic concepts relate to each other in several ways: 
there are pairs of contraries, pairs of contradictories, subaltern pairs and pairs of sub 
contraries. 
The concepts ‘ban’ and ‘obligations’ form a pair of contraries. This means that a 
particular action cannot be forbidden and obligatory at the same time. 
Two pairs exist, which can only be true at the same time. The concepts ‘ban’ and 
‘permission’ form a pair of contradictory, which means that a particular action is either 
forbidden or allowed. The pairs ‘obligation’ and ‘release from obligation’ are also a pair 
of contradictories. The deontic concepts have the following equivalence relations [8]: 
 O(x) ≡ ¬P(¬ x); 
 ¬O(¬x) ≡ P(x); 
 O(¬x) ≡ F(x); 
 ¬P(x) ≡ F(x). 
 
2.3.2 The eight Hohfeldian legal concepts 
The legal theorist Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld published an article in the early 1900’s in 
which he shows his dissatisfaction with the idea that jural relations can be reduced to the 
right norms and duty norms [18]. A right might not always be a right, but might be a 
privilege, a power or immunity. The Hohfeldian legal concepts make hidden 
assumptions, resulting from law, explicit. 
 
The eight Hohfeldian legal concepts are: 
 Right: A claim an actor makes that places obligations on other actors. 
 Obligation: An action an actor is required to carry out. 
 Privilege: An actor is free from an obligation. 
  No-right: States that an actor does not have a right.  
 Power: The capability of an actor to change a legal relation and imply liabilities 
on others. 
 Liability: A responsibility to perform an action. 
 Immunity: States that an actor is free from an obligation. 
 Disability: Expresses that a party does not hold a legal power. 
 
The idea is that every jural relation is a relation between two agents. From these legal 
concepts, juridical correlatives and juridical opposites can be derived.  
 
 
Figure 1: Juridical correlatives and opposites [19] 
 
In this picture, the vertical arrows show the juridical correlatives and the diagonal arrows 
the juridical opposites. Legal concepts are juridical correlatives if one concept implies 
another legal concept. For example, if an actor has A right towards actor B, which is A’ 
counterparty, this means that actor B has a duty towards actor A. The legal concept ‘duty’ 
is an implied concept of the legal concept ‘right’. Legal concepts are juridical opposites if 
the existence of one excludes the existence of another. For example, if someone has a 
right, then this excludes that this person has a no-right.  
 
2.3.3 Formalizing the correlative legal concepts 
The legal concepts proposed by Hohfeld were primarily pedagogic and intended for law 
school students. Sartor does the formalizing of these concepts, which can be used for 
automated normative reasoning, by using deontic operators [19] : 
 Oblj(A): actor j has the obligation to perform action A; 
 Forbj(A): actor j has the prohibition to perform action A; 
 Permj(A): actor j has the permission to perform action A.   
 
Privilege-NoRight legal concepts. A privilege is the permission for an actor k to 
perform an action A, unless another actor j explicitly prohibits him to perform that action. 
The right to prohibit this explicitly is a NoRight. This is formally denoted as by Sartor 
[19]: 
 
 Privilegek DoesjA ≡ NoRightk DoesjA 
 
 
Right-Duty legal concepts. In this case, the right is also an obligative right. If an actor k 
has an obligative right towards another actor j to perform an action, it puts a duty on the 
counterparty to perform another action in return. The following statement formalizes this:  
 
 
Rightk DoesjA ≡ Dutyk DoesjA 
 
 
Power-Liability legal concepts. Having an enabling power means the ability to change 
the normative position P of an actor k (Pk). An actor j makes use of his power to further 
his interests, by binding the counterparty actor k to legal consequences (liabilities). The 
following statement formalizes this:  
 
EnablingPowerjPk(S) ≡ LiabilityRightk(DoesjS) 
 
 
Immunity-Disability legal concepts. If an actor j has immunity, this means that another 
actor k cannot change j’s normative position. This means a disability of actor k towards 
actor j. Sartor does not provide a formal definition for this. 
 
2.3.4 Normative propositions 
The Hohfeldian legal concepts emphasize the relation between two parties. With this 
knowledge, legal texts can be divided into statements, where for every statement there are 
two parties, who are related to each other. The verb in the legal statement indicates the 
kind of relation between the two parties. The most atomic element in which legal texts 
can be subdivided are called normative phrases or normative propositions [1]. This 
research uses the following structure for normative: 
 
<NP> = <actor>,<action>,<counterparty> 
 
In general, a normative phrase describes the action between two stakeholders. From the 
modality of the sentence the corresponding legal concept can be determined [20], as 
shown in figure 4.  
 
2.3.5 Application of the Hohfeldian legal concepts in the Nomos framework 
The Hohfeldian legal concepts are used in research on specifying requirements from legal 
texts, such as the development of the Nomos framework [7]. In this case, the study 
adopted the concepts for various reasons. It is widely accepted as a complete 
classification of legal concepts, which in combination to their level of abstraction make 
 their representation capabilities very close to the expressiveness of legal texts. Another 
advantage of these legal concepts is that these have a descriptive nature as opposed to a 
prescriptive nature. The legal concepts describe the legal relations between them, but do 
not describe what they should do. Part of the Nomos framework is a meta-model which is 
designed to adopt the Hohfeldian legal concepts and the use of normative phrases as a 
result of that adoption [1].   
 
Figure 2: Nomos model [7] 
 
 
Because for every concept there is a correlative concept, there are four classes of rights in 
the meta-model: PrivilegeNoClaim, ClaimDuty, PowerLiability and 
ImmunityDisability. Because objects of rights are actions, which can be either 
behavior or productive actions, there is a class ActionCharacterization. This comes 
from the interpretation of Sartor [19]. For every right, there exists one actor and 
counterparty. Because normative phrases relate to each other in a way that one can be a 
pre-condition of another, there exists a class Dominance. This meta-model is combined 
with goal-orientation and the i* visual notation, which is shown in figure 3. 
 
  
Figure 3: Nomos visual language [7] 
 
2.3.6 Application of the Hohfeldian legal concepts in the Production Rule 
Methodology 
The Production Rule Methodology also adopted the Hohfeldian legal concept as the basis 
for the development of the rule patterns. The patterns for expressing the rules in Prolog 
are based on the eight Hohfeldian legal concepts [21], which are used as an ontology in 
the Production Rule Methodology. The rules in PRM follow a specific pattern for each 




Figure 4: Legal concepts, rule patterns, normative phrases [20] 
 
 This table shows the eight legal concepts with the corresponding rule pattern. The last 
column shows with which words a specific legal statement can be matched with a 
specific legal concept. 
 For each concept, there exists an implied concept. For example, if an individual has 
the right to be notified by a health care provider, that health care provider has the 
obligation to notify. Each of the concepts is recognizable by words used in the normative 
phrases. Finally, the table also shows how what the normative phrase could look like. In 
this implementation, no distinction exists between behavior and productive actions. 
 
2.3.7 The use of the Hohfeldian legal concepts for business processes 
The use of Hohfeldian legal concepts clarifies jural relationships between parties. Jural 
relationships exists between pairs of actors who are involved in the execution of the same 
script [17]. The actors have to make commitment to each other to enter the same script. In 
a sales process, the following actions exist: offer for sale, supply sold items, accept offer, 
pay. The seller initiates the script by an offer for a sale to the buyer. The buyer in this 
step is the counterparty. If the buyer decides to accept the offer, there is a commitment 
between the seller and buyer with legal consequences. The seller now has the obligation 
to supply the sold items and this implies the right of the buyer to receive the sold items. A 
privilege represents an exceptional situation. If, for instance, the buyer lives in a place of 
which the seller made clear he does not supply sold items, the buyer does not have the 
right to receive the sold items, but might have the privilege to receive the sold items. 
2.4 The Ampersand method 
Ampersand is a method for defining software services and controlling business process, 
comprising the steps of compiling a set of business rules [4]. A business rule is defined as 
a formal representation of a business requirement [4]. If a business information system 
supports a business process then that information system must work as stated in the 
requirements from the business processes. Business rules result from the requirements in 
the domain in which an information system is in use. From these requirements in the 
business process, business rules for the information systems in use in the business process 
are derived. Specifying business rules from business requirements is therefore part of the 
requirements engineering process. More specifically, business rules expressed in natural 
language are useable by requirements engineers to interact with end-users about the 
requirements and the same business rules describe a formal specification that us useable 
by a business rule engine. Because the focus of business rules is on business-IT 
alignment, requirements resulting from legal texts should also be expressible as business 
rules.  
 The Ampersand method originates from the Calculating with Concepts technique 
[22], which is developed to specify business process and its support information systems. 
These business rules are expressed by using relation algebra (equivalent to predicate 
logic), which makes it possible to specify formal requirements. Formalizing requirements 
has several advantages [4].  Formal requirements are falsifiable, compositional and make 
traceability from every element to requirement possible. Finally, formally denoted 
requirements are better suited for software support.  
  Ampersand represents an information system by data and rules. The terms represent 
and binary relations between the terms represent the data. The rules govern the relations. 
Change in the data cause possible violations of rules. 
 
2.4.1 Features of the Ampersand method 
Ampersand is a name for both a toolset and a specification language. The Ampersand 
language is a requirements specification language. This language is based on relation 
algebra and has the following elements [23]: concepts/terms, relations/facts, rules. Terms 
are fundamental entities in the domain in which the IT system is used. In a hospital 
environment, examples of terms are patient, treatment, medical record. Binary relations 
can exist between terms. These relations are as predicates. If A and B are two terms, then 
there can exist a relation r, with source A and target B, which is represented as follows:  
r: A x B. According to set theory these relations are mappings from source to target and 
based on the number of instances in source and target, the following mappings exist: 
univalent, total, injective, surjective, bijective, function. A relation is univalent if each 
instance of A corresponds to at most one instance of B. A relation is total if each instance 
of A corresponds to at least one instance of B. A relation is injective if each instance of B 
corresponds to at most one instance of A. A relation is surjective if each instance of B 
corresponds to at least one instance of A. A relation is bijective if a relation is univalent, 
total, injective and surjective. A relation is function if a relation is univalent and total. 
The rules originate from the business domain, which are part of the functional 
requirements. These rules must be upheld always by the system because they represent 
the business logic in the business process in which the system is used. The Ampersand 
language can also specify a graphical user interface, which makes it possible to use 
Ampersand as a prototype application for demonstration purposes. 
The terms, relations, facts specified with the Ampersand language can be compiled 
which generates PDF-document containing the following elements: 
 an overview of the definitions used; 
 an overview of the terms, relations and rules; 
 a function point analysis; 
 a data model; 
 a glossary. 
After the compilation, the online feature Atlas is available to examine the results and 
manipulating the data. 
 
2.4.2 An implementation with Ampersand language 
This section presents this work’s example of the use of the Ampersand language to 
specify functional requirements. The example shows a situation of the use of a patient’s 
private health information by a medical doctor. The specification of this situation in 




Figure 5: Example specification with Ampersand language 
The code shows the following building blocks: 
 Terms: Patient, MedicalDoctor, PHI  
 Binary relations: belongsTo, givesPermissionForUse, usesPHI 
 Rule: usesPHI |- givesPermissionForUse~;belongsTo~ 
 
Figure seven shows the graphical representation of the terms and binary relations, which 
the Ampersand compiler generates. 
 
Figure 6: Conceptual diagram generated by the Ampersand compiler 
 
Sets represent the terms, where the populations of the terms are elements of a finite set. 
This means that a sample population of the terms is as follows:  Patient = {“Fred”} , 
MedicalDoctor = {“Doctor Drakken”}, PHI = {“Fred’s PHI”}. 
Between the terms binary relations exist, which are finite sets of pairs on the population 
of two terms.  
The only rule in this example validates the rule that a medical doctor can only use a 
patient's private health information if that patient gives permission to use his private 
 health information. For the validation of a business rule, the population of the right hand 
side and the population of the left hand side are compared to each other. If the population 
on the left hand side is not a subset of or equal to the population of the right hand side 
then a violation of the rule occurs. 
 
3 Research approach 
The goal of this research is to specify law compliant functional requirements for business 
processes by using the Ampersand language. The focus will be on the expression of the 
Hohfeldian legal concepts with Ampersand language. Another point of attention will be 
the implementation of traceability between article and rule and the expression of 
ambiguities in legal texts. Related work shows that there are implementations, which use 
formal methods to define requirements based on the Hohfeldian legal concepts. 
Ampersand differs from these other formal methods, because it is based on relation 
algebra. Relation algebra applies in formalizing requirements (business rules) as 
predicates over relation expressions. Besides that, a graphical user interface can be 
generated to simulate scenarios in order to validate these business rules. 
 
This leads to the following main research question: 
 
To what extent is it possible to express legal norms for business processes with the 
Ampersand language?  
 
The research consists of a theoretical and empirical part. The literature study focuses on 
answering the following theoretical questions: 
1. What are the characteristics of legal texts as requirements for information 
systems?  
2. What are the key points of attention for a formal representation of requirements 
from law? 
3. What is the Ampersand method? 
For answering the empirical sub questions, the focus is on the application of the 
Hohfeldian legal concepts. Another point of attention is to find a solution for traceability 
of legal texts and to find a solution for ambiguities in legal texts. Traceability and 
ambiguities are two primary challenges when extracting requirements from legal texts 
[15]. This leads to the following empirical questions: 
4. How can the Ampersand language and relation algebra express the Hohfeldian 
legal concepts? 
5. How can using the Ampersand language and its relation algebra expression 
achieve traceability? 
6. How do ambiguities in legal texts influence the formal representation in the 
Ampersand language and relation algebra? 
3.1 Research strategy  
The research questions indicate a research approach to examine the specification of law 
compliant requirements in Ampersand in depth. This means that the study might not be 
generalizable, because it only involves one case. According to Yin [24], case studies are 
 the preferred method when ‘how’ or ‘why’ questions are begin asked, which is true for 
this research. The case study is preferred if the focus is on contemporary events as 
opposed to historical events, which is also true in this research. 
Yin [24] distinguishes between explanatory, exploratory and descriptive types of 
case study’s, with each of them being single or multiple. This research will be a single 
exploratory case study, with the focus on expressing legal norms with Ampersand 
language. This can confirm, challenge or extend the idea that Ampersand can be used to 
specify functional requirements [4].  This means that, according to Yin [24], this case 
represents the critical case. The focus will be on the expression of the Hohfeldian legal 
concepts with the Ampersand language. Another point of attention will be the 
implementation of traceability between article and rule and the expression of ambiguities 
in legal texts. 
 
Figure 7: Research model 
 
 
3.1.1 Implementation of an IT system with Ampersand language 
The empirical study will answer three sub questions with one unit of analysis for each of 
them: the Hohfeldian legal concepts, traceability between article and rule, traceability of 
cross-references and ambiguities. With the findings of the literature study, the empirical 
part of the research constructs a conceptual model with the Ampersand language. 
Related work, such as the Production Rule Methodology, apply the Hohfeldian legal 
concepts for describing legal norms, such as rights and duties [20]. 
 In this context traceability is the ability to relate articles from legal texts to 
requirements and vice versa. Because of the presence of cross-references in legal texts, 
another point of attention is the management of cross-references to maintain traceability.  
An ambiguous requirement is a requirement with more than one interpretation [14]. 
Legal texts also contain parts of which the interpretation is not clear. A difference is 
made between intended and unintended ambiguities [15]. In this research, the focus will 
be on the logical ambiguities. 
 
3.1.2 Analysis of the Ampersand implementation  
Each of the elements of the units of analysis will result in an implementation in 
Ampersand language. The result will consist of the Ampersand language source code,  
 from which the online compiler of the Open University in the Netherlands generates 
functional specifications. The functional specifications from the online compiler contain 
an overview of the used concepts, facts and terms, as well as the constraints and rules. 
 If the implementation of particular element is not possible then an explanation 
follows about why this is not possible. If the implementation of a particular element is 
possible, a description follows how this implementation is possible in the Ampersand 
language. 
Analyzing the results with Ampersand is possible on three levels: logic, syntax and 
tooling. The logic used in Ampersand is relation algebra. The syntax is the Ampersand 
language and Ampersand refers to the tooling. All three empirical research questions 
indicate an answer at the level of the Ampersand language. The rules will be template 
rules, where changes in the populations cause the inference engine of Ampersand to start 
validate the rules. 
 
3.1.3 Validation of the Ampersand implementation 
Validation of the Ampersand implementation happens with the HIPAA Privacy Rule. The 
HIPAA Privacy Rule is a federal law of the USA that regulates the use and disclosure of 
private health information in the health care sector. The HIPAA Privacy Rule has been 
used in other research to test systems of law compliant requirements, such as the 
Production Rule Methodology [25] and the Nomos Framework [7]. The analysis of the 
HIPAA Privacy Rule will be carried out by following the heuristics as presented by the 
Production Rule Methodology [20]. These heuristics are as follows: 
 Preparatory heuristic; 
 Classification heuristics; 
 Identify Rule Parameters; 
 Identify Rule Preconditions heuristics; 
 Remove disjunction heuristics. 
The result of following these heuristics is a set of normative phrases derived from the 
HIPAA Privacy Rule. An example of the documentation of these normative phrases is 
available in appendix 2. 
The documentation of the analysis of the HIPAA Privacy Rule as well as the 
Ampersand language source code that this research produces are online at 
http://is.cs.ou.nl/OWF/index.php5/Masters_Thesis_Azar_Lalmohamed. 
3.2 Validity and reliability 
For the design of a case study, the following test are relevant [24]: 
 Construct validity; 
 Internal validity; 
 External validity; 
 Reliability. 
Construct validity involves the extent to which correct operational measures are defined 
for the concepts being studied. According to Yin [24], this can be achieved in three ways: 
the use of multiple sources of evidence, establishment of a chain of evidence, review of 
the report by key informants. In this research, there is only of one source of evidence. 
 Because we have found no research about expressing legal norms with a system based on 
relation algebra, attention in this research is on its feasibility. The source of evidence is 
the scientific articles published on this topic. A chain of evidence will be established by 
following the same heuristics as described by the Production Rule Methodology [20] and 
carefully document this procedure by using the template as shown in appendix 1. 
Internal validity involves the extent to which causal relationships exist between the 
units of analysis. There is no causal inference made in this study, so there is no threat to 
the internal validity. The units of analysis are not quantitative and there is no statistical 
inference, which would make the analysis of causal relations possible. 
External validity involves the extent to which a study’s findings are generalizable. 
The research questions indicate a research approach to examine the expression of legal 
norms in Ampersand language in depth. The results apply to the Ampersand language 
and not directly to relation algebra in general. This study applies one regulation, the 
HIPAA Privacy Rule.  
Reliability involves the ability to repeat a case study and produce similar results    
again. However, following the theory of the Hohfeldian legal concepts improves 
reliability. Because this research constructs rules in Ampersand by using the theory of the 
Hohfeldian legal concepts, the results are verifiable by objective criteria. In addition, 
analyzing of the legal texts happens with the well-documented heuristics. 
 
4 The implementation with Ampersand language 
This chapter provides the results of the empirical part of this research. Based on the 
literature study about requirements from legal texts and the formal representation of these 
requirements, the empirical part focuses on answering the following research questions: 
 How can the Ampersand language and relation algebra express the Hohfeldian 
legal concepts? 
 How can using the Ampersand language and its relation algebra expression 
achieve traceability? 
 How do ambiguities in legal texts influence the formal representation in the 
Ampersand language and relation algebra? 
 
The empirical part of this research results in:  
 an implementation with the Ampersand language, including its relation algebra 
expressions; 
 a graphical user interface to modify the content of the relations; 
 an analysis of a small part of the HIPAA Privacy Rule for the purpose of 
validation. 
 
The implementation results in the concepts, relations, facts specified with the Ampersand 
language, which can be compiled to generate a PDF-document containing the following 
elements: 
 an overview of the definitions used; 
 an overview of the concepts, relations and rules; 
 a function point analysis; 
  a data model; 
 a glossary. 
 
The implementation with the Ampersand language results in a normative system. Jones 
and Sergot describe a normative system as “any set of interacting agents whose behavior 
can usefully be regarded as governed by norms” [13] . The actors in this implementation 
are human individual playing a role. 
 For validating the implementation, a separate document exists at 
http://is.cs.ou.nl/OWF/index.php5/Masters_Thesis_Azar_Lalmohamed with multiple 
scenarios to validate the working of this implementation. 
 
4.1 The conceptual model 
The implementation in Ampersand language consists of two patterns: the pattern ‘legal 
norms’ and the pattern ‘compliance checker’. The pattern ‘legal norms’ represents the set 
of normative phrases describing the statements in the legal texts. The style of 
representation is the style of conflicting rules as shown in section 2.3. 
 For the pattern ‘legal norms’, the basis of the conceptual model are normative 
phrases, extended with the concept Legalsource. For the pattern ‘compliance 
checker’, two additional concepts exist, with relations to terms of the pattern ‘legal 
norms’. The conceptual diagram shows the terms generated by the compiler.  
 
Ampersand uses the following terms: 
 Stakeholder as mentioned in the legal statement. 
 Action as mentioned in the legal statement 
 Legal source, which identifies the legal statement. 
 Actor, which is an abstract representation of a person or system performing 
actions. 
 Script, which defines the actor and counterparty and their actions. 
 
Binary relations connect the terms with each other. Table one and table two give an 
overview of the relations in the Ampersand language, with an explanation of each 
relation. The first column gives the name of the relation, the second gives the source term 
of that relation, the third gives the target term of that relation and the fourth gives a 
description of that relation. 
 Figure eight and figure nine give a graphical representation of the terms and the 
binary relations that connect them. 
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A stakeholder has an 
exception for an action 
impliesAction LegalSource 
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holds an action to be 
performed 
isSpecialization Stakeholder Stakeholder 
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special type of another 
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Table 1: Relations in pattern ‘Legal norms’ 
 
  


























 The following table gives an overview of the relations in the ‘Compliance checker’ 













An agent is the actor in the 
exection of a script 
isCounterpartyInScript 
An agent is the 
counterparty in the 
exection of a script 
scriptOfAction Action Script When executing a script, actions can be performed 













4.2 Populating the pattern ‘Legal norms’  
The concepts in the pattern ‘legal norms’ are populated with the results of the 
normative phrase analysis of the HIPAA Privacy Rule. Legal norms are extracted from 
the HIPAA Privacy Rule by using the heuristics as explained in appendix 1. Appendix 2 
shows a list of the result of such an analysis. 
In this research, each normative phrase has an actor, a counterparty and an action, 
which has the same structure used by the Production Rule Methodology. The normative 
phrases are identified with the legal source identifier. If one legal source has more than 
one normative phrase, then the legal source identifier has additional characters to make 
the difference. Each legal source describes an action, which describes one pair of the 
Hohfeldian legal concepts. An action has one actor and one counterparty. Each may have 
an exception for a specific action. Furthermore, legal sources may relate to each other in 
such a way that one is an exception of another or one serves as a pre-condition for 
another. 
Except for the Immunity legal concept, all Hohfeldian legal concepts are 
recognizable in the HIPAA Privacy Rule. For the Immunity legal concept, a fictive 
normative phrase is used for demonstration purpose. 
 
4.3 Implementation of the Hohfeldian legal concepts with 
relation algebra 
In the pattern ‘legal norms’ between the concepts LegalSource and Action, four 
relations exist in this work’s Ampersand implementation. Each of them corresponds to a 
pair of the eight fundamental Hohfeldian legal concepts. Validation of legal concepts 
occurs on the level of individual actors interacting with each other by performing 
activities where one actor has the role of an actor and the other the role of the 
counterparty. In this interaction, conflicts occur. A central element in this interaction is 
the use of scripts. A script is defined as a prescribed series of request [26].  The actions 
are seen as requests for action, where the request is made to a software component. 
Actions are prescribed, which means that a series of steps can be followed or must not be 
followed. 
 
4.3.1 The correlative concepts 
This section contains an overview of the implementation in Ampersand language of the 
correlative legal concepts. The overview consists of the conceptual model of the concepts 
and relations involved in the validation, the validation rule specified in Ampersand 
language, and an example. In order to validate if each case of an actor performing an 
action is law compliant, each action is validated against the set of legal norms. Four rules 
exist for validating the correlative concepts - one for each correlative relation. The four 
rules have a similar structure. The only difference is the relation between the terms 
LegalSource and Action. In the case of validating the Privilege-NoRight legal 
concepts, the relation isPrivilegeNoRight is used, but in the case of validating the 
Right-Duty legal concepts, the relation isRightDuty is used. 
 
 4.3.1.1 The Privilege-NoRight correlative legal concepts  
The following concepts are involved in the validation of the correlativeness between the 
Privilege and NoRight legal concepts. 
 
Figure 10: Concepts used for validation of Privilege-NoRight legal concepts 
 
As shown in figure 10, validation involves concepts of both patterns ‘legal norms’ and 
‘compliance checker’. Each script has individual actors performing actions, where each 
action has an actor, which is either an actor or counterparty in that script. An actor has a 
role, which relates to an action, such that the role describes the actor or the counterparty 
for that specific action. Playing scenario’s means that the content of the relation 
isActorInScript, isCounterpartyInScript and scriptOfAction changes. 
 




/\ hasRole;isActor;isPrivilegeNoRight )  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~;isPrivilegeNoRight  
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isPrivilegeNoRight)) 
/\  ((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~ /\ hasRole;isActor;isPrivilegeNoRight)  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isPrivilegeNoRight)) 
|-   
-((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~ /\ hasRole;isActor;isPrivilegeNoRight)  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isPrivilegeNoRight) ) 




 Example of validating Privilege-NoRight legal concepts 
 
The following example will use the generated user interface. 
 
Step 1: Register that a certain actor ‘Fred’ prohibits the use of private health information 
by the actor Fred’s Hospital. The content of the relation isActorInScript, 
isCounterpartyInScript and scriptOfAction has changes as follows: 
 
isActorInScript  
(‘Fred‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
isCounterpartyInScript 
(‘Fred’s Hospital‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
scriptOfAction  
(‘Prohibit the use of private health information’,’Script1’) 
  
 
Step 2: Register that after that the actor Fred’s Hospital wants to make use of the private 
health information of Fred. The content of the relation isActorInScript, 
isCounterpartyInScript and scriptOfAction has changes as follows: 
 
isActorInScript  
(‘Fred‘ , ‘ Script1‘;‘Fred’s Hospital ‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
isCounterpartyInScript 
(‘Fred’s Hospital‘ , ‘ Script1‘; 
  ‘Fred‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
scriptOfAction  
(‘Prohibit the use of private health information’,’Script1’; 
‘Use of private health information’,’Script1’) 
 




The result of this is that a violation occurs, because the actor ‘Fred’  performs action  
‘Prohibit the use of private health information’ and at the same time the actor ‘Fred’s 
Hospital’ performs the action ‘Use private health information’, which is a privilege and 
therefore can only be performed when there is no explicit prohibition. 
 
 
 4.3.1.2 The Right-Duty correlative legal concepts 
The following concepts are involved in the validation of the correlativeness between the 
Privilege and NoRight legal concepts. 
 
 
Figure 11: Concepts used for validatoin Right-Duty legal concepts 
 
 
As shown in figure 11, validation involves concepts of both patterns ‘legal norms’ and 
‘compliance checker’. Each script has individual actors performing actions, where each 
action has exactly one actor and one counterparty that script. An actor has a role that 
relates to an action such that the role describes the actor or the counterparty for that 
specific action. Playing scenario’s means that the content of the relation 
isActorInScript, isCounterpartyInScript and scriptOfAction changes. 
 
The following rule in Ampersand language validates the Right-Duty legal concepts. 
 
((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isRightDuty 
/\ hasRole;isActor;isRightDuty )  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~;isRightDuty  
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isRightDuty))  
/\ ((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~ /\ hasRole;isActor;isRightDuty)  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isRightDuty)) 
|-   
-((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~ /\ hasRole;isActor;isRightDuty)  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isRightDuty) ) 
\/  (hasRole;hasExceptionForAction)  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;isActorInScript~;hasRole;hasExceptionForAction) 
 
 Example of validating Right-Duty legal concepts 
 
Step 1: Register that a certain actor ‘Fred’ request a notification for the use of private 
health information by the actor Fred’s Hospital. The content of the relation 




(‘Fred‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
isCounterpartyInScript 






Step 2: Register that after that the actor Fred’s Hospital sends a notification for the use of 
the private health information of Fred. The content of the relation isActorInScript, 
isCounterpartyInScript and scriptOfAction has changes as follows: 
 
isActorInScript  
(‘Fred‘ , ‘ Script1‘;‘Fred’s Hospital ‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
isCounterpartyInScript 
(‘Fred’s Hospital‘ , ‘ Script1‘; 










This has to do with the fact that the covered entity ‘Fred’s hospital’ has performed the 






4.3.1.3 The Power-Liability correlative legal concepts 
The following concepts are involved in the validation of the correlativeness between the 
Power and Liability legal concepts. 
 
 
Figure 12: Concepts used for 
validating Power-Liability legal concepts 
 
As shown in figure 12, validation involves concepts of both patterns ‘legal norms’ and 
‘compliance checker’. Each script has individual actors performing actions, where each 
action has exactly one actor and one counterparty. An actor has a role, which relates to an 
action. The role describes the actor or the counterparty for that specific action. Playing 
scenarios means that the content of the relation isActorInScript, 
isCounterpartyInScript and scriptOfAction changes. 
 
The following rule in Ampersand language validates the Power-Liability legal concepts. 
 
((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isPowerLiability  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isPowerLiability )  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~;isPowerLiability  
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isPowerLiability))  
/\ ((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~ /\ hasRole;isActor;isPowerLiability)  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isPowerLiability)) 
     
|-   
-((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~ /\ hasRole;isActor;isPowerLiability)  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isPowerLiability) ) 




 Example of validating Power-Liability legal concepts 
 
Step 1: Register that a certain actor ‘Fred’ gives approval to restrict private health 
information by the actor Fred’s Hospital. The content of the relation isActorInScript, 
isCounterpartyInScript and scriptOfAction has changes as follows: 
 
isActorInScript  
(‘Fred‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
isCounterpartyInScript 
(‘Fred’s Hospital‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
scriptOfAction  
('Agree to restrict private health information',’Script1’) 
  
 
Step 2: Register that after that the actor Fred’s Hospital wants to terminate the restricted 
use of the private health information of Fred. The content of the relation 




(‘Fred‘ , ‘ Script1‘;‘Fred’s Hospital ‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
isCounterpartyInScript 
(‘Fred’s Hospital‘ , ‘ Script1‘; 
  ‘Fred‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
scriptOfAction  
('Agree to restrict private health information',’Script1’; 
'Terminate restriction',’Script1’) 
 




This has to do with the fact that the covered entity ‘Fred’s hospital’ has performed the 
duty ‘Send notification’ and therefore the actor ‘Fred’ must withdraw the action in the 
previous section. 
 4.3.1.4 The Immunity-Disability correlative legal concepts 
 
The following concepts are involved in the validation of the correlativeness between the 
Immunity and Disability legal concepts. 
 
 
Figure 13:Concepts used for 
validating Immunity-Disability legal concepts 
 
As shown in figure 13, validation involves concepts of both patterns ‘legal norms’ and 
‘compliance checker’. Each script has individual actors performing actions, where each 
action has exactly one actor and one counterparty that script. An actor has a role, which 
relates to an action, such that the role describes the actor or the counterparty for that 
specific action. Playing scenario’s means that the content of the relation 
isActorInScript, isCounterpartyInScript and scriptOfAction changes. 
 
The following rule in Ampersand language validates the Immunity-Disability legal 
concepts. 
 
 ((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isImmunityDisability  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isImmunityDisability )  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~;isImmunityDisability  
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isImmunityDisability)) 
/\  ((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~ /\ hasRole;isActor;isImmunityDisability)  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~/\ asRole;isCounterparty;isImmunityDisability)) 
 
|-   
-((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~ /\ hasRole;isActor;isImmunityDisability)  
\/(isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isImmunityDisability)) 
\/  (hasRole;hasExceptionForAction)  
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;isActorInScript~;hasRole;hasExceptionForAction) 
 
 Example of validating Immunity-Disability legal concepts 
 
Step 1: Register that a certain actor ‘Government1’ prohibits the use of private health 
information by the actor Fred’s Hospital. The content of the relation isActorInScript, 
isCounterpartyInScript and scriptOfAction has changes as follows: 
 
isActorInScript  
(‘Fred‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
isCounterpartyInScript 






Step 2: Register that after that the actor Fred’s Hospital wants to make use of the private 
health information of Fred. The content of the relation isActorInScript, 
isCounterpartyInScript and scriptOfAction has changes as follows: 
 
isActorInScript  
(‘Fred‘ , ‘ Script1‘;‘Fred’s Hospital ‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
isCounterpartyInScript 
(‘Fred’s Hospital‘ , ‘ Script1‘; 
  ‘Fred‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
scriptOfAction  
('Forbid the use of private healht information',’Script1’; 
'Use private health information',’Script1’) 
 
The result of this is that a violation occurs, because the actor ‘Fred’s Hospital’ performs 
action ‘Use of private health information’ and at the same time the actor ‘Government1’ 
performs the action ‘Forbid the use private health information’. 
 
4.3.2 The opposite legal concepts 
In the Ampersand implementation, four rules exist for validating the opposite legal 
concepts. Legal concepts are juridical opposites if the existence of one excludes the 
existence of another. For example, if the action ‘Use of private health information’ is a 
privilege, then it cannot be a right, because a privilege results in different jural relations 
between actor and counterparty then a right.  
The following rule validates the opposition of the Right and NoRight legal concepts. 
 
isRightDuty;isRightDuty~ |-  -(isPrivilegeNoRight;isPrivilegeNoRight~) 
 
This results in an error if an action is both present in the relation isRightDuty and 
isPrivilegeNoRight. 
In a similar manner, the other opposite legal concepts are validated. The following rule 
validates the opposition of Privilege and Duty legal concepts. 
 
 isPrivilegeNoRight;isPrivilegeNoRight~ |-  -(isRightDuty;isRightDuty~) 
 
The following rule validates the opposition of Privilege and Duty legal concepts. 
    isPowerLiability;isPowerLiability~  
|- -(isImmunityDisability;isImmunityDisability~) 
 
The following rule validates the opposition of Privilege and Duty legal concepts. 
    isImmunityDisability;isImmunityDisability~  
|-  -(isPowerLiability;isPowerLiability~) 
 
Four rules exist for validating the correlative legal concepts, one for each opposite 
relation. This makes the validation of opposite concepts executed in one way. In the 
Production Rule Methodology, on the other hand, each situation is handled in a different 
ways. Rules are combined with rules, which form an opposition. This combination is 
different for each situation. 
 
4.3.3 Comparison of implementing the Hohfeldian legal concepts with the  
  Production Rule Methodology 
In the Production Rule Methodology, each normative phrase results in a rule and is 
specified with one of the rule patterns, as shown in figure 5. Each normative phrase is 
formulated as a fact. As the number of normative phrases grows, the number of rules 
grows. In a relation algebra based implementation, each normative phrase results in a 
new element in the relation between legalsource and action. As number of normative 
phrases grows, the number of elements in these relations grows. The number of rules 
does not change. In this respect, relation algebra can express the many normative phrases 
in more concise way than the Production Rule Methodology. 
Furthermore, the way of validating a specific scenario with legal compliance differs. 
The Production Rule Methodology does this by querying the rules. This work’s relation 
algebra has no possibility for querying. To validate a specific scenario with legal 
compliance, the steps in the scenarios have to repeated by modifying the content of the 
relations shown the example above. Changes in the relations will cause the inference 
engine to validate the rules. 
There is a fundamental difference in inference mechanisms. The PRM is 
implemented in Prolog, which uses backward chaining (goal-driven) as inference 
mechanism. In this case the starting point is a list of goals and inference works backwards 
from the THEN clauses to the IF clause, checking for data, which is supports any of these 
THEN clauses. The inference mechanism in Ampersand is based on forward chaining 
(data-driven). In forward chaining, the starting point is the available data. If the IF clause 
of a rule is true, then the consequence, THEN clause, is inferred leading to additional 
information to the data. This process continues until a goal is reached. 
4.4 Traceability and cross references 
Traceability is a primary challenge when formally representing legal statements [15]. In 
this context, traceability can refer to the relation between legal article and formal 
statement, such as the normative phrase. The purpose of this kind of traceability is to 
have a link from a normative phrase and its legal source. Traceability can also refer to the 
existence of references from a legal article to another article (cross references). 
  
4.4.1 Traceability of legal statements 
After the normative phrase analysis, each normative phrase has its legal source as an 
identifier. Each normative phrase can be linked to a legal source. In the Ampersand 
implementation, for establishing a link between legal statement and formal 
representation, the identification of the legal article is stored as population of the term 
LegalSource and the relation impliesAction. This makes it possible to include the 
source of the legal statement in reasoning with cross-references. With regard to this kind 
of traceability, the Ampersand implementation has the same possibility as the Production 
Rule Methodology, where each rule resulting from the normative phrase has the legal 
source as a parameter in the rule, as shown in the rule patterns. This makes each rule 
traceable and part of the inference. 
 
 
4.4.2 Traceability of cross references 
Cross-references are citations from one part of a legal text to another part of that same 
text or other texts and form a risk factor for non-compliance. Two types of cross-
reference are important when formalizing the representation of legal norms: constraint 
cross-reference, exception cross-reference [12]. A constraint cross-reference is a 
refinement of another existing article. This refinement adds additional constraints on 
existing articles. An exception cross-reference contains an exception on another existing 
article.  
 
The following concepts are involved in the validation of these cross-references. 
 
 
Figure 14: Concepts used for validation of post conditions and exceptions 
For the validation of the cross references, the relations isExceptionLegalSource and 
isPreConditionLegalSource are important.  
 
 
 Example of validating constraint cross reference 
 
Step 1: Register that a certain actor ‘Fred’ prohibits the use of private health information 
by the actor Fred’s Hospital. The content of the relation isActorInScript, 
isCounterpartyInScript and scriptOfAction has changes as follows: 
 
isActorInScript  
(‘Fred‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
isCounterpartyInScript 
(‘Fred’s Hospital‘ , ‘ Script1‘ ) 
 
scriptOfAction  
(‘Use of private health information’,’Script1’) 
  
The following error appears. 
 
 
This has to do with the fact that the covered entity ‘Fred’s hospital’ has performed the 
action ‘Use private health information’ and therefore must send a notification as the law 
prescribes. 
 
The relation isPreConditionLegalSource defines which legal sources relate to each 
other, such that one refers to the other as a pre-condition. 
 
The content of these relations contain the articles, which form a precondition (in case of a 
refinement or definition cross reference) or an exception. 
 
The following rule in Ampersand language validates the cross references. 
(isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;impliesAction~;isPreConditionLegalSource  
/\ hasRole;isActor;impliesAction~;isPreConditionLegalSource)  
|-  (isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;impliesAction~)   
\/ (isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;impliesAction~;isExceptionLegalSource )  
 
This makes the validation of constraint cross-references executed in one specific way. In 
the Production Rule Methodology, on the other hand, each situation is handled in a 
different ways. Rules are combined with rules, which form an exception. This 
combination  is different for each situation.
 Example of validating exception cross reference 
No separate rule exists for validating exceptions. The relations hasExceptionForAction 
defines that stakeholder has an exception for a particular action. The four rules for 
validating the correlative concepts use the relation hasExceptionForAction.  
The relation isExceptionLegalSource defines which legal sources are exceptions for 
the other. The rule, which validates the pre-conditions, uses the relation 
isExceptionLegalSource. This solution provides a uniform way of handling cross-
reference, in contrast to the Production Rule Methodology, which handles each situation 
differently. 
 
4.4.3 Comparison of implementing traceability with the Production Rule  
  Methodology 
In the Production Rule Methodology, each rule resulting from the normative phrase has 
the legal source as a parameter in the rule, as shown in the rule patterns. This makes each 
rule traceable and part of the inference. 
 In the Ampersand implementation, it is also possible to make each normative phrase 
traceable and part of the inference. A separate term exists with the name LegalSource 
and the population of this term is the legal source identifier. In addition, a relation 
impliesAction to the term Action exists, indicating the action mentioned in the 
corresponding legal source. Because the legal source is actual data of a term and not 
meta-data, it is possible to include the legal source in het inference process. 
 With regard to handling constraints and exceptions, the Production Rule 
Methodology does not provide a universal solution. Each situation is handled differently, 
where separate rules are combined. Each situation handles the combination of rules 
differently. 
 In the Ampersand implementation, separate relations exist for pre-conditions and 
exceptions. Each relation applies to all situations. 
4.5 Ambiguities 
Legal texts contain ambiguities. A difference is made between intended and unintended 
ambiguities [15]. Logical ambiguities are a type of the unintended ambiguities, when a 
single word can be interpreted in many ways, when conjunctions are present. The 
ambiguity of the logical type is solved by splitting the statement into separate statements. 
In the HIPAA Privacy Rule, a common expression is ‘Use or disclose’. Splitting these 
types of statement into separate rules helps to solve the ambiguity. An example of this 
from the normative phrase analysis, is in article 164.522(a)(1)(iii). This results in separate 
normative phrases, with separate identifiers for each of the normative phrases. This 
means the solution for this type of ambiguity is solved during the normative phrase 
analysis. This solution has no different implications compared to the Production Rule 
Methodology. 
4.6 The graphical user interface 
The graphical user interface serves as an interface to play real-life scenarios. The role of 
requirements engineer is a general role, which has an overview of the contents of the 
relations of the pattern ‘legal norms’, as shown in the figure below. 
 
  
Figure 15  Screenshot main screens for the role ‘requirements engineer’ 
 
The graphical user interface makes it possible to change the population of the relations of 
the pattern ‘compliance checker’. Changes in the populations of these relations cause the 
inference engine of Ampersand to start validate the rules. 
 
 




5 Conclusions and further research 
 
This chapter summarizes the findings of this research and recommendations for further 
research. The research questions are in chapter two. 
 The goal of this research was to specify law compliant functional requirements for 
business processes by using the Ampersand language. The focus was on the expression of 
the Hohfeldian legal concepts with Ampersand language. Another point of attention was 
the implementation of traceability between article and rule and the expression of 
ambiguities in legal texts. 
5.1 Expression of the Hohfeldian legal concepts in Ampersand 
The results of the empirical study show that it is possible to specify requirements for 
business processes with the Ampersand language in a way that relations between actors 
in a business process, their tasks (actions) and the legal consequences of performing or 
not performing tasks are clear. The implementation consists of a part that serves as a 
database of legal norms. This is the result of extracting legal norms out of legal texts by 
using the heuristics as shown in the appendix 2. This extraction of legal norms from legal 
texts is a labor-intensive process. The possibility to generate a graphical user interface 
with Ampersand helps to simulate real-life scenarios after the pattern ‘legal norms’ is 
populated. 
A major difference between this implementation and the Production Rule 
Methodology is in the number of rules. In the Production Rule Methodology, each 
normative phrase results in a separate rule, with many rules as a result. On the contrary, 
in the Ampersand implementation, each normative phrase results in a new entry in the 
relation impliesAction, which describes the relation between legal source and action. In 
total, for expressing the Hohfeldian legal concepts only eight rules are ever necessary for 
 any number of normative phrases. Four rules are necessary for validating the four 
correlative legal concepts and four rules for validating the opposite legal concepts. This 
makes the expression of the more concise than the Production Rule Methodology. 
Another difference between this implementation and the Production Rule 
Methodology is the way of using the rule engine. The Production Rule Methodology is 
implemented with Prolog, so one has to query the rule base. The Ampersand 
implementation makes it possible to generate a user interface, to modify the content of 
the relation and as a consequence of these modifications, the rule engine will execute the 
rules. 
5.2 Traceability 
For establishing a link between legal statement and formal representation, the 
identification of the legal article is stored as population of the concept LegalSource and 
the relation impliesAction. Because the legal source is actual data of a term and not 
meta-data, this makes it possible to include the source of the legal statement in reasoning 
with cross-references, as is also done in the Production Rule Methodology. 
 The Production Rule Methodology does not provide a universal solution with regard 
to handling constraints and exceptions. Each situation is handled in a differently, where 
separate rules are combined. 
 In the Ampersand implementation, a universal solution exists for handling pre-
conditions and exceptions. Similar situations of pre-conditions of exceptions are threated 
in a similar way. 
5.3 Ambiguities 
The only type of ambiguity that influences the representation of rules is the logical type. 
A logical type of ambiguity is present when a single word results in multiple 
interpretations, when conjunctions are present. Splitting the statements into separate 
statements solves this type of ambiguity. 
 In the HIPAA Privacy Rule, a common expression is ‘Use or disclose’. Splitting 
these types of statement into separate rules helps to solve the ambiguity. This does not 
lead to differences is in this implementation and the Production Rule Methodology. Other 
types of ambiguity require human interpretation and expert knowledge to solve them. 
 
5.4 Further research 
This Ampersand implementation was carried out to with Ampersand language, which is a 
different syntax of relation algebra and is machine executable. In theory, the results 
should be valid for every relation algebra based implementation. Further research could 
be taken to generalize the results for relation algebra in general. 
This research paid attention to the Hohfeldian legal concepts, which are similar to 
verb-based legal norms. Further research could pay attention to modeling other kinds of 
legal norms and how to combine these different kinds of legal norms to establish legal 
compliant requirements. This research was only applied to a part of the HIPAA Privacy 
Rule. Further research could apply a similar method to other legislation.   Furthermore, 
this research focused on expression of legal norms for business processes, but further 
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  Appendix 1: Heuristics for analyzing legal texts 
 
These heuristics can be classified as follows [20]: 
 Preparatory heuristic 
 Classification heuristics 
 Identify Rule Parameters 
 Identify Rule Preconditions heuristics 
 Remove disjunctions heuristics 
 
Preparatory heuristics 
The only preparatory heuristic involves the splitting into separate rules. Below is an 
example of the heuristics by using an example from §§164.510(a) (1) (i) (A-D), as shown 
in the fragment below. 
 
Privacy Rule §§164.510(a)(1)(i)(A-D) 
 
Legal statement can be broken across a list. This is the case in sections (1) (i), which 
continue in subsections (A),(B),(C),(D). This leads to four separate rules.  
 
Classification heuristics 
The first heuristic is the classification of the text using normative phrase analysis, which 
results in one or more normative phrases. A normative phrase has the following structure:   
 
<NP> = <actor>,<counterparty>,<action> 
 
In general, a normative phrase describes the action between two stakeholders. From the 
modality of the sentence, the corresponding legal concept can be determined. For 
example, the legal statement in §§164.510(a)(1)(i)(A-D) can be classified as a privilege 
because of the modality ‘may’.  
 
The second classification heuristic is the adding of obligations for ‘only’ phrases. The 
fragment below shows article §164.502(d) (2) (ii). 
 
  
   Privacy Rule §§164.502(d)(2)(ii) 
 
The term ‘only’ leads to an obligation, in this case the obligation that the disclosure of re-
identified information as permitted or required by subpart §§164.502(d)(2)(ii).  
 
Identify Rule Parameters heuristics 
The first rule parameter identification heuristic is to identify the actor who is subject to 
rule. In §§164.510(a) (1) (i) (A-D) the actor subject to the role is the covered health care 
provider. 
The second rule parameter identification heuristic is to identify the legal relation affected 
by a power. 
 
Privacy Rule §§164.502(e)(2)(iii) 
 
In the fragment shown in figure 4 gives a covered entity the power to terminate a contract 
with another stakeholder if he has violated the contract.  
The third rule parameter identification heuristic is to identify the rule action. The rule 
action in §§164.510(a) (1) (i) (A) is to maintain a directory of individuals in its facility: 
the individual’s name. 
The fourth rule parameter identification heuristic is to identify the rule source. The source 
of each rule is the full section reference. 
 
Identify Rule Preconditions heuristics 
The first rule preconditions heuristic is to identify type-checking preconditions. In the 
case of §§164.510(a) (1) (i) (A-D), such a rule is a rule to define that a health care 
provider is a covered health care provider. 
The second rule preconditions heuristic is to identify preconditions expressing 
exceptions. The legal text §§164.510(a) (1) (i) starts with an exception to the remainder 
of that text. This leads to a precondition that is a negation of the exception condition. It 
also leads to a second rule that expresses the opposite case.  
The third rule preconditions heuristic is to identify preconditions using precondition 
keywords. The legal text §§164.502(d) (2) (ii) starts with the word ‘if’, which indicates a 
precondition for the remainder of that text. This leads to a separate rule as a precondition 
to the rule that expresses §§164.502(d) (2) (ii). 
 The fourth rule preconditions heuristic is to identify preconditions from cross-references. 
The legal text §§164.510(a) (1) (i) contains cross-references. These cross-references lead 
to separate rules, which express exceptions or pre-conditions. 
 
Remove disjunctions heuristics 
The first disjunctions heuristic is to split ‘or’ in sentences. The legal text §164.510(a) (1) 
(i) contains disjunctions:  ‘...use or disclose...’ This leads to separate rules. 
The second disjunctions heuristic is to split logical-or’s masquerading as ‘and’. In some 
legal texts the word ‘and’ is used, but means ‘or’.  
 
 Appendix 2: Documentation of normative phrase 
analysis 
 
The following table provides an overview of the result of the normative phrase analysis 
carried out to provide example data. 
 
 










CONCEPT "Stakeholder" "A person or organisation influenced by a legal 
text"  
CONCEPT "LegalSource" "Identification of the legal source which holds a 
legal statement"  
CONCEPT "LegalConcept" "Fundamental legal concept"  
CONCEPT "Action" "Action from the perspective of law"  
CONCEPT "Actor" "Actor" "A specific instance of a stakeholder" 
CONCEPT "PHI" "Private Health Information" "" 






PATTERN "Legal norms" 
PURPOSE PATTERN "Legal norms" 
{+ 
Analyzing legal texts by applying the normative phrase analysis results 
in a set of legal norms. 
The concepts of this pattern are populated with the results of the 
normative phrase analysis. 
-} 
 
isActor :: Stakeholder*Action  
MEANING "A stakeholder is an actor with regard to an action" 
PURPOSE RELATION isActor[Stakeholder*Action]  
{+ A legal source recognizes a stakeholder is the initiating actor to 
perform an action. 
-}  
isCounterparty :: Stakeholder*Action   
MEANING "A stakeholder is a counterparty with regard to an action" 
PURPOSE RELATION isCounterparty[Stakeholder*Action]  
{+ A legal source recognizes a stakeholder as the counterparty actor to 
perform an action. 
-}  
isPrivilegeNoRight :: Action*Action [INJ] 
MEANING "An action stated by a legal statement corresponds to the 
Privilege or NoRight fundamental legal concept" 
PURPOSE RELATION isPrivilegeNoRight[Action*Action]  
{+ An action stated by a legal statement corresponds to the Privilege 
or NoRight fundamental legal concept. 
-}  
isRightDuty :: Action*Action [INJ]  
MEANING "An action stated by a legal statement corresponds to the Right 
or Duty fundamental legal concept" 
PURPOSE RELATION isRightDuty[Action*Action]  
{+ An action stated by a legal statement corresponds to the Right or 
Duty fundamental legal concept. 
-}  
 isPowerLiability :: Action*Action [INJ]  
MEANING "An action stated by a legal statement corresponds to the Power 
or Liability fundamental legal concept" 
PURPOSE RELATION isPowerLiability[Action*Action]  
{+ An action stated by a legal statement corresponds to the Power or 
Liability fundamental legal concept. 
-}  
isImmunityDisability :: Action*Action [INJ]  
MEANING "An action stated by a legal statement corresponds to the 
Immunity or Liability fundamental legal concept" 
PURPOSE RELATION isImmunityDisability[Action*Action]  
{+ An action stated by a legal statement corresponds to the Immunity or 
Liability fundamental legal concept. 
-}  
isPreConditionLegalSource:: LegalSource*LegalSource [UNI]  
MEANING "A legal statement is a prerequisite for another legal 
statement" 
PURPOSE RELATION isPreConditionLegalSource[LegalSource*LegalSource]  
{+ A legal statement is a prerequisite for another legal statement. 
-} 
isExceptionLegalSource  :: LegalSource*LegalSource [INJ]   
MEANING "A legal statement states an exception for another legal 
statement" 
PURPOSE RELATION isExceptionLegalSource[LegalSource*LegalSource]  
{+ A legal statement states an exception for another legal statement. 
-} 
isChildLegalSource:: LegalSource*LegalSource 
MEANING "A legal source is a subsection of another legal source" 
PURPOSE RELATION isChildLegalSource[LegalSource*LegalSource]  
{+ A legal source is a subsection of another legal source. 
-} 
hasExceptionForAction ::Stakeholder*Action  [INJ]   
MEANING "A stakeholder has an exception for an action" 
PURPOSE RELATION hasExceptionForAction[Stakeholder*Action]  
{+ According to a legal source a stakeholder has an exception for an 
action. 
-}   
impliesAction :: LegalSource*Action [UNI]  
MEANING "A legal statement holds an action to be performed" 
PURPOSE RELATION impliesAction[LegalSource*Action]  
{+ A legal statement holds an action to be performed. 
-}   
isSpecialization :: Stakeholder*Stakeholder  
MEANING "A stakeholder is a special type of another stakeholder" 
PURPOSE RELATION isSpecialization[Stakeholder*Stakeholder]  





PATTERN "Compliance checker"  
PURPOSE PATTERN "Compliance checker"  
{+ 
Compliance checker  
-} 
 
hasRole :: Actor*Stakeholder [UNI] PRAGMA "" "" ""  
MEANING "An Actor has the role of a predefined stakeholder" 
PURPOSE RELATION hasRole[Actor*Stakeholder]  
{+ An actor has the role of a particular stakeholder as mentioned in 
legislation. The role determines the possible actions the actor can 
perform. 
-} 
isActorInScript :: Actor*Script  [SUR] 
MEANING "An agent is the actor in the exection of a script" 
PURPOSE RELATION hasRole[Actor*Stakeholder]  
{+ An actor is the initiator of the jural relation in the execution of 
the script. 
-} 
isCounterpartyInScript :: Actor*Script  [SUR] 
MEANING "An agent is the counterparty in the exection of a script" 
PURPOSE RELATION hasRole[Actor*Stakeholder]  
{+ The counterparty is influenced by the actions of the actor in the 
exection of the script. 
-}  
scriptOfAction :: Action*Script  [SUR] 
MEANING "When executing a script, actions can be performed" 
PURPOSE RELATION hasRole[Actor*Stakeholder]  













RULE "Detecting conflicts between Privilege and NoRight correlative 
legal concepts" :  
((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isPrivilegeNoRight  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isPrivilegeNoRight )    
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~;isPrivilegeNoRight    
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isPrivilegeNoRight)) 
/\ ((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isPrivilegeNoRight)       
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~ 
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isPrivilegeNoRight)) 
|-   
-((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isPrivilegeNoRight)      
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~ 
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isPrivilegeNoRight) ) 
\/  (hasRole;hasExceptionForAction)  
\/(isCounterpartyInScript;isActorInScript~;hasRole;hasExceptionForActio
n) 
MEANING "Privilege and NoRight in conflict"  
MESSAGE "A conflict occurred between actor "  
VIOLATION (  
   SRC isActorInScript;isActorInScript~ 
   ,TXT " who performs action '" 
   ,SRC isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isPrivilegeNoRight~ 
   ,TXT "' and the actor " 
   ,SRC isActorInScript;isCounterpartyInScript~ 
   ,TXT " who performs action '" 
   ,SRC isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isPrivilegeNoRight 
   ,TXT "'!"  
) 
PURPOSE RULE "Detecting conflicts between Privilege and NoRight 
correlative legal concepts"  
{+ Privilege and NoRight are correlative legal concepts. 
-}  
 
RULE "Detecting conflicts between Right and Duty correlative legal 
concepts" :         
((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isRightDuty  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isRightDuty )       
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~;isRightDuty  
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isRightDuty)) 
/\ ((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isRightDuty)         
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~ 
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isRightDuty)) 
|-  -((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isRightDuty)        
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~ 
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isRightDuty) ) 
\/  (hasRole;hasExceptionForAction)          
     
 \/ 
(isCounterpartyInScript;isActorInScript~;hasRole;hasExceptionForAction) 
MEANING "Right and Duty in conflict"  
MESSAGE "A conflict occurred between actor "  
VIOLATION (  
   SRC isActorInScript;isActorInScript~ 
   ,TXT " who performs action '" 
   ,SRC isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isRightDuty 
   ,TXT "' and the actor " 
   ,SRC isActorInScript;isCounterpartyInScript~ 
   ,TXT " who performs action '" 
   ,SRC isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isRightDuty~ 
   ,TXT " !"  
) 
PURPOSE RULE "Detecting conflicts between Right and Duty correlative 
legal concepts"  
{+ Right and Duty are correlative legal concepts. 
-}  
 
RULE "Detecting conflicts between Power and Liability correlative legal 
concepts" :   
((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isPowerLiability  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isPowerLiability )    
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~;isPowerLiability  
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isPowerLiability)) 
/\ ((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isPowerLiability)        
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~ 
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isPowerLiability)) 
|-  -((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isPowerLiability)        
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~ 
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isPowerLiability) ) 
\/  (hasRole;hasExceptionForAction)          
     
\/ 
(isCounterpartyInScript;isActorInScript~;hasRole;hasExceptionForAction) 
MEANING "Power and Liability in conflict"  
MESSAGE "A conflict occurred between actor "  
VIOLATION (  
   SRC isActorInScript;isActorInScript~ 
   ,TXT " who performs action '" 
   ,SRC isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isPowerLiability 
   ,TXT "' and the actor " 
   ,SRC isActorInScript;isCounterpartyInScript~ 
   ,TXT " who performs action '" 
   ,SRC isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isPowerLiability~ 
   ,TXT " !"  
) 
PURPOSE RULE "Detecting conflicts between Power and Liability 
correlative legal concepts"  





 RULE "Detecting conflicts between Immunity and Disability correlative 
legal concepts" :  
((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isImmunityDisability  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isImmunityDisability )   
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~;isImmunityDisability   
      
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isImmunityDisability)) 
/\ ((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isImmunityDisability)       
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~ 
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isImmunityDisability)) 
|-  -((isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~  
/\ hasRole;isActor;isImmunityDisability)       
\/ (isCounterpartyInScript;scriptOfAction~ 
/\ hasRole;isCounterparty;isImmunityDisability) ) 
\/  (hasRole;hasExceptionForAction)          
     
\/ 
(isCounterpartyInScript;isActorInScript~;hasRole;hasExceptionForAction) 
MEANING "Immunity and Disability in conflict"  
MESSAGE "A conflict occurred between actor "  
VIOLATION (  
   SRC isActorInScript;isActorInScript~ 
   ,TXT " who performs action '" 
   ,SRC isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isImmunityDisability 
   ,TXT "' and the actor " 
   ,SRC isActorInScript;isCounterpartyInScript~ 
   ,TXT " who performs action '" 
   ,SRC isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;isImmunityDisability~ 
   ,TXT " !"  
) 
PURPOSE RULE "Detecting conflicts between Immunity and Disability 
correlative legal concepts"  






RULE "Detecting opposites Right and NoRight" :   
isRightDuty;isRightDuty~ |-  -(isPrivilegeNoRight;isPrivilegeNoRight~) 
MEANING "Opposite legal concepts Right and NoRight in conflict" 
MESSAGE "An action cannot represent both a Right and NoRight legal 
concept" 
PURPOSE RULE "Detecting opposites Right and NoRight"  
{+ Right and NoRight are opposite legal concepts. 
-}  
 
RULE "Detecting opposites Privilege and Duty" :  
isPrivilegeNoRight;isPrivilegeNoRight~ |-  -(isRightDuty;isRightDuty~) 
MEANING "Opposite legal concepts Privilege and Duty in conflict" 
MESSAGE "An action cannot represent both a Privilege and Duty legal 
concept" 
PURPOSE RULE "Detecting opposites Privilege and Duty" 
{+ Privilege and Duty are opposite legal concepts . 
-}  
 
 RULE "Detecting opposites Power and Disability" :   
isPowerLiability;isPowerLiability~ |-  -
(isImmunityDisability;isImmunityDisability~) 
MEANING "Opposite legal concepts Power and Disability in conflict" 
MESSAGE "An action cannot represent both a Power and Disability legal 
concept" 
PURPOSE RULE "Detecting opposites Power and Disability" 
{+ Power and Disability are opposite legal concepts . 
-}  
 
RULE "Detecting opposites Immunity and Liability" :   
isImmunityDisability;isImmunityDisability~ |-  -
(isPowerLiability;isPowerLiability~) 
MEANING "Opposite legal concepts Immunity and Liability in conflict" 
MESSAGE "An action cannot represent both a Immunity and Liability legal 
concept" 
PURPOSE RULE "Detecting opposites Immunity and Liability" 
{+ Immunity and Liability are opposite legal concepts . 
-}  
 
RULE "Satisfying postconditions for actions" :  
(isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;impliesAction~;isPreConditionLegalSour
ce  
/\ hasRole;isActor;impliesAction~;isPreConditionLegalSource)  
|-  (isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;impliesAction~)   
\/ 
(isActorInScript;scriptOfAction~;impliesAction~;isExceptionLegalSource) 
MEANING "Postconditions for actions  "  
MESSAGE "Postconditions are not satisfied "  
VIOLATION ( 
   SRC isActorInScript;isActorInScript~ 
   ,TXT " needs to perform the following action: " 




PURPOSE RULE "Satisfying postconditions for actions"  
{+ Certain actions have to be executed in a certain order. 
-}  
ENDCONTEXT                                
 
 Appendix 5:   Interface of the Ampersand 
implementation 
CONTEXT IFCRequirementsEngineer 
INTERFACE "Legal norms" :  I[ONE] 
 BOX[ "Legal sources" :  V[ONE*LegalSource] 
 ,"Stakeholders" :   V[ONE*Stakeholder] 
 ,"Privilege" :   
 V[ONE*LegalSource];(impliesAction;isPrivilegeNoRight~) 
 ,"NoRight" :   
 V[ONE*LegalSource];(impliesAction;isPrivilegeNoRight) 
 ,"Right" :    
 V[ONE*LegalSource];(impliesAction;isRightDuty~) 
 ,"Duty" :     V[ONE*LegalSource];(impliesAction;isRightDuty) 
 ,"Power" :   
 V[ONE*LegalSource];(impliesAction;isPowerLiability~) 
 ,"Liability" :   
 V[ONE*LegalSource];(impliesAction;isPowerLiability) 
 ,"Immunity" :   
 V[ONE*LegalSource];(impliesAction;isImmunityDisability~) 
 ,"Disability" :   
 V[ONE*LegalSource];(impliesAction;isImmunityDisability) 
 ] 
 INTERFACE "Overview of actors with this role" (hasRole) : 
I[Stakeholder] 
 BOX[  
 "Actors" :      hasRole~ 
 ]  
PURPOSE INTERFACE "Overview of actors with this role"  
{+ This interface is to show an overview of actors of the selected 
role. 
-}  
INTERFACE "Overview of specializations of this actor" : I[Stakeholder] 
 BOX[  
 "Specializations:" :   isSpecialization~ 
 ]  
PURPOSE INTERFACE "Overview of specializations of this actor" 
{+ This interface is to show an overview of properties regarding the 
selected legal source. 
-}  
INTERFACE "Overview properties of this legal source"  : I[LegalSource] 
BOX [ 
 "Child legal source" :   isChildLegalSource 
 ,"Parent legal source" :  isChildLegalSource~ 
 ,"Exception" :     isExceptionLegalSource 
 ,"Precondition":    isPreConditionLegalSource 
 ,"Action" :     impliesAction 
 ,"Implied action" :    impliesAction;isPrivilegeNoRight~  
\/ impliesAction;isRightDuty~  
\/ impliesAction;isPowerLiability~  
\/  impliesAction;isImmunityDisability~ 
 ] 
PURPOSE INTERFACE "Overview properties of this legal source"  
{+ This interface is to show an overview of properties regarding the 
selected legal source. 
 -} 
INTERFACE "Overview of actions in this scripts " 
(isCounterpartyInScript,isActorInScript,scriptOfAction)  : I[Script] 
BOX[ 
 "Actor" :    isActorInScript~ 
 ,"Counterparty" :  isCounterpartyInScript~ 
 ,"Action" :   scriptOfAction~ 
 ] 
PURPOSE INTERFACE "Overview of actions in this scripts "  
{+ This interface is to insert and modify scripts. 
-} 
ENDCONTEXT       




POPULATION isPreConditionLegalSource[LegalSource*LegalSource] CONTAINS 
  [ '164.522_a_1_ii' * '164.522_a_1_iii_NP1' 
 , '164.522_a_1_i_A_USE' * '164.520_a_1'  
 , '164.522_a_1_i_A_DISCLOSE' * '164.520_a_1' 
 , '164.522_a_1_iii_NP2_USE' * '164.520_a_1' 
 , '164.522_a_1_iii_NP2_DISCLOSE' * '164.520_a_1' 
    ,  '164.522_a_1_iii_NP3_USE' * '164.520_a_1' 
 , '164.522_a_1_iii_NP3_DISCLOSE' * '164.520_a_1' 
 ] 
    
POPULATION isExceptionLegalSource[LegalSource*LegalSource] CONTAINS 
  [ '164.520_a_2_i_A' * '164.520_a_1' 
 , '164.522_a_1_iii_NP3' * '164.522_a_1_iii_NP2_USE' 
 , '164.522_a_1_iii_NP3' * '164.522_a_1_iii_NP2_DISCLOSE'  
 ] 
   
POPULATION impliesAction[LegalSource*Action] CONTAINS 
   [  '164.522_a_1_i' * 'Permit request for restriction of PHI' 
 , '164.522_a_1_i_A_USE' * 'Use private health information' 
 , '164.522_a_1_i_A_DISCLOSE' * 'Disclose private health information' 
 , '164.522_a_1_i_B' * 'Disclose private health information' 
 , '164.522_a_1_ii' * 'Agree to restrict private health information'  
 , '164.522_a_1_iii_NP1' * 'Agree to restrict private health 
information'  
 , '164.522_a_1_iii_NP2_USE' * 'Use private health information' 
 , '164.522_a_1_iii_NP2_DISCLOSE' * 'Disclose private health 
information' 
 , '164.522_a_1_iii_NP3_USE' * 'Use private health information' 
 , '164.522_a_1_iii_NP3_DISCLOSE' * 'Disclose private health 
information' 
 , '164.520_a_1' * 'Send notification' 
 , '164.520_a_2_i' * 'Enroll In' 
 , '164.520_a_2_i_A' * 'Receive health benefits'  
 , 'Custom_NP1' * 'Forbid the use of private healht information' 
 ] 
 
POPULATION isPrivilegeNoRight[Action*Action] CONTAINS 
   [ 'Enroll In' * ' Prohibit Enrollment' 
 , 'Receive health benefits' * 'Prohibit Receivement of Health 
 Benefits' 
    , 'Use private health information' * 'Agree to restrict private 
 health information'   
    ,'Use private health information' * 'Prohibit the use of private 
 health information'  
 ] 
    
POPULATION isRightDuty[Action*Action] CONTAINS 
 [ 'Request notification' * 'Send notification'  
 ] 
 
 POPULATION isPowerLiability[Action*Action] CONTAINS 
  [  'Terminate restriction' * 'Agree to restrict private health 
information'  ]    
   
POPULATION isImmunityDisability[Action*Action] CONTAINS 
  [  'Use private health information' * 'Forbid the use of private 
healht information'  ] 
   
POPULATION isActor[Stakeholder*Action] CONTAINS 
  [ 'CoveredEntity' * 'Use private health information' 
 , 'Individual' * 'Receive health benefits' 
 , 'Individual' * 'Request notification' 
 , 'CoveredEntity' * 'Send notification' 
 , 'CoveredEntity' * 'Agree to restrict private health information' 
 , 'Individual' * 'Prohibit the use of private health information' 
 , 'CoveredEntity' * 'Terminate restriction' 
 , 'Government' * 'Forbid the use of private healht information' 
 ] 
   
POPULATION isCounterparty[Stakeholder*Action] CONTAINS 
  [ 'Individual' * 'Use private health information' 
 , 'Individual with emergency treatment' * 'Use private health 
information' 
 , 'Individual' * 'Agree to restrict private health information' 
 , 'Individual with emergency treatment' * 'Agree to restrict private 
health information' 
 , 'CoveredEntity' * 'Prohibit the use of private health information'  
 , 'CoveredEntity' * 'Request notification' 
 , 'Individual' * 'Send notification' 
 , 'Individual' * 'Terminate restriction' 
 , 'CoveredEntity' * 'Forbid the use of private healht information' 
 ] 
  
POPULATION hasExceptionForAction[Stakeholder*Action] CONTAINS 
   [ 'Individual with emergency treatment' * 'Agree to restrict private 
 health information'   ] 
    
POPULATION isSpecialization[Stakeholder*Stakeholder] CONTAINS 
  [ 'CE with specialization 1' * 'CoveredEntity' 
 , 'Individual with emergency treatment' * 'Individual'    
 ] 
   
POPULATION hasRole[Actor*Stakeholder] CONTAINS 
  [  'Fred' * 'Individual' 
 , 'Fred`s Hospital' * 'CoveredEntity' 
 , 'Donald' * 'Individual' 
 , 'Donald`s Hospital' * 'CoveredEntity' 
 , 'Bernard' * 'Individual' 
 , 'Bernard`s Group Health Plan' * 'CoveredEntity' 
 , 'Dagobert' * 'Individual' 
 , 'Dagobert with special treatment' * 'Individual with emergency 
treatment' 
 , 'Dagobert`s Hospital' * 'CoveredEntity' 
 , 'Government1'*'Government' 
   ] 
POPULATION LegalSource CONTAINS 
   [ '164.522_a_1_i'  
  ,'164.522_a_1_i_A_USE'  
 ,'164.522_a_1_i_A_DISCLOSE'  
 ,'164.522_a_1_i_B'  
 ,'164.522_a_1_ii'  
 ,'164.522_a_1_iii_NP1'  
 ,'164.522_a_1_iii_NP2_USE'  
 ,'164.522_a_1_iii_NP2_DISCLOSE'  
 ,'164.522_a_1_iii_NP3_USE'  
 ,'164.522_a_1_iii_NP3_DISCLOSE'  
 ,'164.520_a_1'  
 ,'164.520_a_2_i'  
 ,'164.520_a_2_i_A'  
 ] 
   
POPULATION Action CONTAINS 
   [ 'Use private health information' 
 , 'Use private health information2' 
 , 'Enroll In' 
 , 'Receive health benefits' 
 , 'Request notification' 
 , 'Prohibit the use of private health information' 
 , 'Send notification' 
 , 'Agree to restrict private health information' 
 , 'Prohibit Enrollment' 
 , 'Prohibit Receive of HealthBenefits'    
 ] 
POPULATION Stakeholder CONTAINS 
  [ 'CoveredEntity' 
 , 'Individual' 
 , 'Individual with emergency treatment' 
 , 'CE with specialization 1' 
 , 'Individual with emergency treatment'    
 ]POPULATION Actor CONTAINS 
  [ 'Fred' 
 , 'Fred`s Hospital' 
 , 'Donald' 
 , 'Donald`s Hospital' 
 , 'Bernard' 
 , 'Bernard`s Group Health Plan' 
 , 'Dagobert' 
 , 'Dagobert with special treatment' 
 , 'Dagobert`s Hospital'    
 ] 
POPULATION isActorInScript[Actor*Script] CONTAINS 
  [   ] 
POPULATION isCounterpartyInScript[Actor*Script] CONTAINS 
  [   ] 
POPULATION scriptOfAction[Action*Script] CONTAINS 
   [   ] 
 POPULATION Script CONTAINS 
  [   ]ENDCONTEXT                                                                      
